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Convocation
"The Pursuit of Excellence"
By CINDY CORELL
The 1982 Academic year at
Longwood
College
was
introduced
formally
and
traditionally Tuesday afternoon
at 4:30 in Jarman Auditorium
when Convocation and Senior
Capping ceremonies were held.
Following the procession of the
faculty members, all donned in
their academic robes and in
order of their rank, and the
seniors accompanied by little
brothers and sisters, the Military
Science Honor Guard presented
the colors and the ceremony
began.
President Janet D. Greenwood
presided over the event and
welcomed Longwood back.
Senior Class president, Stephen
R. Myers introduced the speaker
for the event, Dr. Michael H.
Haltzel, the new Vice-President
for Academic Affairs. Dr. Haltzel
received his Bachelors degree
from Yale University, his
Master's and his Doctorate from
Harvard University. He has
previously been employed by
Hamilton College in New York.
His speech Tuesday was on the
Pursuit of Excellence.
He began the speech by noting
that the topic, seemingly quite
self-evident, has merit of further
discussion, "...the pursuit of
excellence has not always and
everywhere been a dominent
societal value and even
when it has, it can wither and
decay with decidedly unfortunate
results." An example of this is a
United States railroad passenger
system, once second to none, now
reduced to a joke due to decrease
in quality.
Dr. Haltzel quoted "...one of
America's most perceptive
public servants" John Gardner,

warning of public attitudes in
pride of one's labor: "A society in
which people would rather be
poor philosophers than good
plumbers will have neither good
philosophers or good plumbers."
Along with societies, businesses,
and individuals, colleges must
also be careful not to let their
standards slip, nor their striving
for excellence to relax or they
must
face up
to the
consequences.
An encouraging note on this
topic,
though
is
that"...excellence
is
the
universal highest common
denominator...if
you
do
something well, you will find
colleagues of like interests and
achievement and be recognized
as a member of a worthy group."
But aside from all social
attributes of the pursuit of
excellence, the individual glory is
perhaps the most important
reason for it. "The satisfaction of
running faster than you've ever
run before, or of figuring out a
difficult equation, or of
successfully finishing a piece of
research...all
of
these
accomplishments give you the
feeling of 'I can do it. I have done
it.' "
Despite the "moralistic,
visionary" quality of this idea,
Dr. Haltzel defended it as being
eminently practical. Habits
which come through striving for
excellence, such as diligence,
curiosity, self-discipline, and
pride are all very useful in our
lives of continual learning.
We as people sometimes expect
only philosophers and other
academic professionals to strive
for excellence, but on a personal
level, we all want the best. We

Faculty in full regalia proceed to convocation ceremony as students watch.
want the pilot of the airplane we
just boarded to be the best in his
field. None of us wants to know
that the surgeon standing above
us in the operating room skipped
classes in Medical school.
Therefore, should we not do our
best in all we attempt, if not for
ourselves, than for others?
Dr. Haltzel admitted to the
burden and sometimes pain of
this pursuit, "...but it's worth it!"
Every member of the college
community must sacrifice
something, mostly time with
family and friends, to be the best
that they possibly can be.
Although the pursuit of

excellence is just a justifiable
ambition, the speaker devoted
time to warn of "excellence
without ethics..." which "... is
sterile at best and evil at worst."
For example, the Berlin Wall is a
technically
fabulous
achievement, used solely to keep
human beings from escaping
tyranny. Excellence was pursued. Immorality was achieved,
achieved.
Bringing his speech home to
the Longwood audience, Dr.
Haltzel summarized the goal, and
how to prevent ideals from being
sacrificed. Two main points were
mentioned to carry this out. 1)

Consciously cultivate the spirit of
excellence and remove all
possible institutional barriers to
achieving it, and 2) Develop
habits of discipline and tenacity
of purpose.
"Students — take pride in your
work; burn the midnight oil if you
need to; proof-read that paper,
revise it if necessary; take that
difficult course — they're the
ones you will remember, not the
easy ones; run that extra mile.
Set your goals high!
"Professors — spend that extra
time with students; keep up your
(Continued on Page 3)

Freshmen Orientation
Getting settled in on Friday
and starting to take advantage of
college life, the class of 1986
prepared for their four years of
college ahead with a week of
orientation.
It kicked off with a math
placement test which was
followed throughout the next five
days by several assemblies.
Advising was on Saturday and
registration began. Advising and
registration seemed to be the

most feared. However, all
seemed to survive without too
much worry — the biggest being
whether or not they would get the
additional classes they wanted.
The interest fair was held on
Library Mall on Sunday
afternoon. That evening on
Wheeler Mall there was the
colleague picnic.
Registration continued on
Monday, and the Honor Code
signing was that evening.

Afterwards, there was a
Freshman Ceremony, where the
colleagues gave their group
members gifts.
Tuesday, the last day of
orientation, started off with the
lastassemb' , which included the
Ace Questionnaire. The day was
concluded at Convocation and a
picnic at the Longwood House
with the Good Guys playing for
the crowd.

The Good Gays performed for a passive crowd In the dell, Wednesday.
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By JOHNEL BROWN
Heroes. You see them with
broad-rimmed leather hats
walking into sunsets and onestrap backpacks over their
shoulders and sometimes you see
them street-tough with crew cuts.
Swift kicks. Efficient. Fending
off bad guys. But you rarely see
them in Frazer dorm shifted into
a corner with a gray Longwood Tshirt and gym shorts, caged in
blinds-stripped light. Farmville's
hero? She giggled shyly, covered
her face with her hands, and said
she didn't think so. Cindy Watson
is the National Amateur Athletes
Union Champion in Karate.
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martial-arts masters image,
Cindy is still shy. Only in the ring
does she become aggressive and
on the offensive — most of her
competitors wait for attack and
remain on the defensive.

Women in Karate — especially
women with black belts — are
branded as rough and tough and a
lot less than feminine. And yet a
Karate routine is much like the
routine of a gymnast with
concentration
upon
skill,
approach, form, and technique.
"To see someone perform who is
good at Karate is really
beautiful." According to Cindy,
in many ways Karate is much
Why Karate? "I like the like any other sport, involving
fightin." But it wasn't always warm-ups, exercise and practice.
that way. In a small town like Besides the beauty of the sport,
Farmville there wasn't much for and Karate's obvious self-defense
an introverted yet athletic ten- training, it builds enormous
year old to do, so she turned to concentration, control, agility
Karate — it became Cindy's and speed.
catalyst. Before, she was
On September 18th, Cindy will
painfully shy and when she began head for New Jersey for the
Karate class under Ed Smith, she World Championship Trials, and
huddled into a corner afraid to if she does well there it's on to
speak to anyone. And how has she Taiwan as a member of the
changed? "I can talk to you." United States Team for the World
Above all, Karate gave Cindy Championship. Although the U.S.
self-confidence. Unlike the doesn't have a Karate Olympic

team yet, the AAU serves as the
possible threshold to the
Olympics.

Cindy coaches and judges
Karate competitions throughout
the state, and as a Physical
Education major eventually
hopes to open a Karate Studio of
her own. She enjoys working with
children. "Their concentration is
unbelievable and some of those
kids are just dynamite." Many
times at a tournament, kids come
up to her and ask about the
technique of a particular kick or
routine. It's very important to
Cindy to help them in any way
she can "because that's what a
true athlete is."
There are ten degrees to a
black belt and Cindy is at the
first. She works out daily and is
now being coached by Sam
Justice in Richmond, scheduling
Karate training around her
classes here at Longwood. She
tries to make it to Richmond two
or three times a week. Will she
make it to the tenth degree of her
black belt? "Damn, I reckon a
person would have arthritis by
then."

New Nukes

By GWEN STEPHENSON
July 16, 1945. The first atomic
bomb was detonated at
Alamogordo, New Mexico. The
device was assembled 200 miles
away, at Los Alamos National
Laboratory.
August 6,1945. An atomic bomb
was dropped on Hiroshima,
Japan. 100,000 people died as a
result; 70,000 of them instantly.
Three days later, the city of
Nagasaki suffered the same fate.
August 27,1982. Today I talked
to Dr. L.R. Fawcett, Jr., an
associate professor at Longwood
College, who teaches preengineering and physics courses.
Dr. Fawcett spent this summer
and the one before working at Los
Alamos, New Mexico in the
National Laboratory. He is
working on a particular physics
problem, investigating the
transport (or passage) of
neutrons
through
Li
D
(abbreviation
for lithium
deuteride). He is working to
predict the amount of tritium
produced as a function of the
number of neutrons traveling
through the Li D.
The importance of this
experiment is in the tritium
produced. Tritium can be used as
a fuel in both nuclear weapons
design and in fusion power
reactors. Also, both tritium and
deuterium have the same
chemical properties as hydrogen.
It is possible that both fuels will
be used in fusion power reactors
in the future.
For those of us who are not
science buffs, Dr. Fawcett
explained the difference between
nuclear fission and nuclear
fusion Fission, the process used

in atomic reactors of today, is the environment with the use of large
act of splitting an atom. This quantities of coal. We must find
cleavage causes radioactive and use alternative, cleaner
Cindy Watson demonstrates karate skills.
particles to be produced in sources of energy.
In the doctor's opinion, solar greater extent, because large different, competing, private
reactor fuel rods. The used fuel
power
is practical for heating land masses would have to be industries and so lose their
rods must then be disposed of
collective advantage. He hopes
properly, so that life forms will individual homes, but not for flooded.
providing
electrical
power
to
Dr. Fawcett is hopeful that that nuclear fusion, combined
not be exposed to the harmful
large
establishments
and
towns.
the
national budget cuts will not with alternative sources of
radiation.
bring
too much pressure on energy will provide a new
The
vast
amounts
of
land
needed
Fusion, on the other hand, is
the process by which atoms are for large solar collectors would national laboratories. He feels reputation for Los Alamos
fused, or joined together. When cause difficulties. He also says that the brilliant minds National Lab; a safer name; than
power
will assembled in the government that which it gained on July 16,
atoms are fused together, in a hydroelectric
controlled atmosphere, a small probably not be used to any funded labs might be forced to 1945.
amount of harmful radiation is
produced. Dr. Fawcett and his
colleagues are experimenting
with various aspects of nuclear
fusion. The importance of the
fusion process is that so much
less radiation is produced. Thus,
much less radiation must be
safely
contained.
The
experiments with fusion research
are being carried on at various
private industries and national
labs throughout the nation. The
Lawrence
Livermore
Laboratory, the Sandia National
Lab in Albequerque, the Oak
Ridge National Lab in Tennessee
and the Argon National Lab in
Chicago are all working on
controlling nuclear fusion for the
development of electrical power.
Some of these national and
privately funded labs are
working with solar power,
geothermal power, hydro electric
power, wind power and power
from biomass in addition to
fusion power. Biomass is
anything which can be grown and
8 p.m.
Wednesday, September 1
used for energy (corn in Wygat Auditorium
gasahol).
Dr. Fawcett stated that we
■■
■i
cannot afford to wreck our

L. C. $1.00/Guesis$2
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Editor's Turn
Students for Peace and Security started at Tuft
University last fall and has spread to at least five other
schools this year. The organization is devoted to
"favoring a strong national defense vis-a-vis the Soviet
Union."
A gay student group at Texas A and M University
says it will appeal a district court ruling that upheld the
University's right to deny the group campus
recognition.
There have been at least fifteen incidents of direct
confrontation between Zionists and Pro-Palestinian
groups on campuses across the country — Yale, Harvard and Ohio State to name a few. Even a number of
marijuana protests took place at the Universities of
Wisconsin, Illinois and Virginia this spring.

The
Rotunda

I on^u

<MMI

So what has been happening at Longwood. Well
apparently the no-banners-in-the-dining-hall is causing
quite a storm of student activism.
At least one
anonymous author, outraged at the prospect of not
seeing the usual "Happy Birthday Jane Dopie" paper
scroll, hung 10 feet x 5 feet, from the dining hall
balcony, wrote in rage "we need that space for banners
displaying information and notices for it is the only
(underlined of course) place on campus with enough
room ... to spread information." Quite controversial,
I'm sure. Unfortunately being the conservative editor I
am, I will not print the letter.
Can you imagine... the Red 'N' Whites with the fury
and scourge of tradition behind them will host a rally
staged in Wheeler Mall. They will wear only banners
and will refuse to ntuVfl unless this infringement of
students' rights is lifted. Meanwhile, the Green 'N'
Whites fresh with inspiration and willing to throw out
the baby and the bath water will call up the Campus
Police and inform them of the protest. The Campus
Police will load their revolvers and tear gas canisters.
They will call up Police Chief Neil Smith.
"Listen Neil... we got a hot one . . . might want to
call in reinforcements . . . yeh, two hundred Red 'N'
Whites with nothing but banners on. Greenwood is
petrified. . . use nothing but rubber bullets. . .sure, no
one gets hurt... right."
The Campus police leave headquarters and can
hear the chants from Wheeler Mall —

College

Editor-in-Chief
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STAKK. MHinda Day, David Arrford.
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Your Turn
An Earned
Thank You
Dear Students:

Mimbti of the VIMCA
Published weekly during the College
year with the exception ot Holidays and
examinations periods by the students oi
I onqwood College, Farmvillt. Virginia.
Printed by The Farmville Herald.
Opinions expressed are those of the
weekly Editorial loard and its
columnists, and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the student body or
the administration.
Letters to the Editor are welcomed
They must be typed, signed and submitted to the Editor by the Friday
preceding publication date. All letters
are subject to editing.

It was my privilege to meet you
and work with you for the 1982
Orientation. The success of this
year's program depended on
your
cooperation,
your
willingness to work, and your
interest in helping the new
students. Each of you should feel
proud and satisfied with a job
well done. Your cheerfulness
in accepting tasks made

Orientation a happy time for the
entire College. Your attitude
gave us the assurance that you
were there which is essential to
any community effort, that is,
generosity of spirit.
Please
accept
the
congratulations and the thanks
which you earned so well.
Sincerely,
Elisabeth L. Flynn
Associate Professor
of Art History

"WE WANT BANNERS!" "WE WANT BANNERS!"
"Remember Tom" (Tom is the old cop, with steady
hands and hawk eyes) "nobody gets hurt."
"Sure, Rick."
But Rick isn't so sure. Just as they enter the mall a
herd of Green 'N' Whites wearing nothing at all, flow out
of Jarman, brandishing baseball bats and hocky sticks.

"FREE THE BANNERS!" "FREE THE BANNERS!"
A Red 'N' White goes down in the scuffle. Tom gets
into position. Rick reaches for his shoulder.
BANG!!!
Longwood. . . the Kent State of banners. No ... I
could not print that letter.

Notes
High Priest
By CHRIS YOUNG
Judas Priest is the letter perfect
heavy-metal band. All the way
from their leather and chains to
the fact that after 7 or so albums
(who counts anymore?), they
have only one album worth
listening to. That's their live one,
Unleashed in the East (Recorded
in Japan). Priest is the typical A
verse (vocals, chorus), B verse
(lead guitar), and back to A verse
band. Once in a while they will
venture into C, and sometimes
even D!! But unless you are a
certified headbanger, Judas
Priest is nothing more than a
substitute for Nytol.
Surprise! Surprise! Screaming
for Vengeance on Columbia
Records unleashes the new Judas
Priest. Don't get me wrong,
metal fans, Priest still dresses in
the same Hell's Angels leftovers,
and can still help you get that
beautiful "sting" that only metal
can give. The only difference is
that the sting is now a burn!
Screaming for Vengeance is a
killer. From the time I heard the
first cut "Electric Eye," I knew
this was going to be a good
album.
Guitarists K. K. Downing and
Glenn Tipton have finally learned
some new chords. And their lead?
These guys have obviously been
up late studying their "Starlicks" tapes, and for the most
part, they get an A on the Randy
Rhoads (former guitarist for
Ozzy Osbourne) crash course of
lead guitar. It's evident from the
first cut on Side A until the end of
Side B that these two have finally
given up their generic style
guitar licks, and are going
through the ever popular "I want
to be Eddie Van Halen" phase.
The guitar playing, and the
overall production of this album
are very slick. As for the lyrics, I

can't really tell you if they're any
good, because as usual you can't
understand them. It's probably
for the better, though.
To sum it all up, The Chris
Young Metal Institute gives these
guys an A for effort, A for guitar
playing, A for production, an
Incomplete for lyrics, and a
hardy pat on their leather clad
backs. Good going, guys. It's
about time!

Convocation
(Continued from Page 1)
standards and don't unwittingly
slide into an artificial grade
inflation; develop that new
course, and be assured that this
administration will support your
striving for excellence in every
possible way.
"And administrators — stay in
touch with all facets of college
life; maintain accessibility to
faculty members; don't take "the
easy way out" or be afraid to
"rock the boat" on crucial
decisions that are vital for the
future of the college. Represent
Longwood forcefully and proudly
throughout
Virginia
and
beyond."
A general observation and
valuable to all of us: "constantly
be self -critical!" We are all the
best judges of what we ourselves
can do; we must simply be honest
enough with ourselves to know it
and carry it through.
Longwood College is starting
anew. A new look and a new feel,
and Longwood has
new
challenges for us all. Face those
challenges, says Dr. Haltzel, and
pursuing excellence will be
second-nature to you.

Page 4
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News
Briefs
By MIKE LYNCH
Helped by the fact that he was
obviously backing the right cause
this time, President Reagan
managed to get a 98.3 billion
dollar tax bill passed by
Congress, keeping his string of
political victories alive. Mostly
composed of tax loophole closings
and not a great deal of personal
tax increases, the bill marked a
policy turnaround for Reagan,
who before this, would not have
dreamed of an increase.
But while Reagan made the big
switch, none of the hard liners in
Congress from each side really
did. His side just won the soft
ones over, with political favors if
necessary, as usual. New allies
such as Tip O'Neill and Ted
Kennedy appeared as well as new
enemies like Jack Kemp. But
after all the shuffling the bill still
passed 226-207.

the First Boston investment firm
and Henry Kaufman of Salomon
Brothers. Normally having
nothing but nasty things to say
about the economy, they
suddenly came out with bright
outlooks, encouraging many of
their followers to go at it the
following week. But what really
spurred the action on was the
passage of Reagan's tax bill,
allowing investors a little more
faith in responsible handling of
the economy.

School Becomes
Institute
The children have gone without
a glance back; sniffled out the
door. But the door has not closed.
At least not according to George
Stonikinis,
the
head
of
Longwood's
social
work
department, who will assume
added responsibility as Director
of Special Projects and will
oversee the "Institute for
Advanced Studies and Regional
Resources", the new name for
Longwood's one time John P.
Wynne Campus School.
The whole idea behind the
facility, said Mr. Stonikinis, is to
provide a place, opportunity and
physical setting for faculty,
administrative and student
projects." Dr. Robert H.
Lehman, head of the Office of
Continuing Studies will also move
in to the former campus school.
The
facility will hold
conferences and workshops for
both faculty and state agencies.
They will be as diverse as a 3 day
welfare training session to a Boy

There was a losers' party in
Syria last week as the soldiers of
the Palestine Liberation Organization arrived there and in
other Arab countries. Having
resided in Lebanon for the past 12
years, the P.L.O. will now be
located in Syria, Tunisia, South
Yemen, North Yemen, Jordan
and Iraq. As the first 450 men left
for a stopover in Cyprus, their
On August 17th the New York comrades raised their weapons in
Stock Exchange had its busiest the air and fired in salute as they
day in history, experiencing must have done quite a bit during
immense trading volume and the the war to get themselves in the
most spectacular price rise ever. fix they were in.
The Dow Jones Industrial
Evacuations will continue until
Average had its most successful September 4 if all goes as planned
day and week on record as it while a force of 800 Americans,
finished up at 869.29 shares for 800 French, and 400 Italians will
the week, up 81.24 points for the keep an eye on things until
week. The big day was August September 22. Yassar Arafat
17th when 132.69 shares were plans to be the last to leave with
traded and the bar stayed open 1000 of his Al Fatah commandos
an hour late.
for Tunisia. Credit Philip Habib
By LINDA LeSUEUR
Major causes of the rush were for much of the success. As
slowly declining interest rates President Reagan said of the
Through a research grant from
and words of wisdom from two special envoy, "Phil never lost the Longwood Foundation, a
highly
revered
economic hope and in the end his spirit and sociology
professor
from
forecasters, Albert Woljiner of determination carried the day." Longwood, Dr. Chester C.
Ballard, has planned to organize
a study to determine the effects
of federal budget cutbacks on the
Farmville area. The studies will
focus not only on how cutbacks
affect students, but also how they
affect the community, in all
Incoming Freshmen
aspects of life, including social
New Faculty & Staff
services, businesses, recreation,
family life, and religion. Most
From Carters Flower Shop
studies focus one individual
program on year-long project.
Overall, the project will be a
community project of what the
cutbacks mean. His final goal is
(•ARIKRS

Scout Merit Badge Conference.
Farmville's own acting troupe,
the Waterworks Players, has
already presented The Drunkard
in the facility.
Mr. Stonikinis is optimistic
about the capabilities of such a
center. "If faculty members
along with community members
want to start a research project
on, say, rural policy, this place
would be the perfect meeting
ground. 300-400 people can be
accommodated
here
comfortably. There is a cafeteria
and library, (one of the largest
children's libraries in the state)
classrooms and a gymnasium.
It's a good place to bring
influential people."
Office space will be available
for various faculty members who
are engaged in interdisciplinary
curriculum development or
research projects and in the area
of community services, there are
plans for family life education,
and public school resource
development and support. Also

plans are in the works to take the
former kindergarten room and
adapt it for use as a child care
center — "the physical layout is
great. "We need a wholistic
Attitude,
a
wholistic
approach...we need to get out of
our individual disciplines and
talk to each other. There is a real
need for more human interaction
like the kind seen and felt in the
'60's", said Mr. Stonikinis.
The audiovisual equipment
located in various classrooms
will be used for reviewing several
meetings going on at the same
time; or even by local high
schools for forensic meets..."the
possibilities are endless."
Mr. Stonikinis wants the center
to have an educational thrust in
view of its previous function, "I
don't have any doubt at all that
the best use of this facility is as
an educational center...it's sad
that the Campus School
closed...as it winds up, nobody
gets it at all — it belongs to
everybody."

Research Needs
Two Aides

A BIG
WELCOME

Tel. 392-3151

to make people realize how
serious these cuts are, and to
make people see what is actually
taking place in Farmville.
Dr. Ballard is not taking on the
experiment by himself, however.
He has two positions available, in
which students can earn three
credits while they go through a
learning process at the same
time under Ballard's supervision.
The first position available is
one for a research assistant. In
this position, the learning activity
teaches one how to conduct a
social research program. The
responsibilities
include
conducting interviews, assisting
in data collection and analysis,
and
general
project
organizational tasks. This

position is worth three credits.
The second position being
offered is for a student with
working knowledge of the college
computer system. Directed study
application
of
computer
techniques for social research is
the learning activity for this
position. The student will work on
a research project to be
conducted in the community
from its initial start in
September, through its conclusion in early December.
Anyone
desiring
more
information should contact Dr.
Ballard by calling 392-9277.
Anyone interested in applying for
a position should see Dr. Ballard
in his office. 207-C Hiner Hall.

flower shop
Farmville. Virginia 29UUI

Gifts for all occasions...
Free gift wrapping...

COMPLETE SELECTION OF
SORORITY JEWELRY

Cum bey Jewelers
216 NORTH MAIN STREET, FARMVILLE, VA
392 6321

Fall Rush Schedule
Sept. 2 Lower Dining Hall

Alpha Chi Rho

Sept. 2 Cobin
Sept. 3 Lower Dining Hall
Sept. 3 Cabin

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Delta Sigma Phi
PJ Kappa Phi

Sept. 4 Lower Dining Hall
Sept. 5 Red, White and Green Rooms
Sept. 6 Red, White and Green Rooms

Alpha Sigma Phi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Pj Kappa Phi

Sept. 7 Red, White and Green Rooms
Sept. 8 Red, White and Green Rooms
Sept. 9 Red, White and Green Rooms

Alpha Sigma Phi
Alpha Chi Rho
Delta Sigma Phi
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Not Just Special Effects
Summer Movie Reviews
By DAVID S.AREFORD
If you were able to break
yourself away from the sun and
were able to dig up some money
this summer, you had the chance
to see a variety of movies. There
was a long list of films and more
than the average provided good
entertainment. The ranged from
Conan to Annie but the three
standouts were E.T., The World
According to Garp, and An
Officer and a Gentleman.
Of course, the moneymaker of
the summer was E.T. It was also
the summer's best movie. If thre
is such a thing as a "wellrounded" movie this is it. In all
aspects this movie shines. It
contains exceptional acting,
story, effects, cinematography
and music.
Unlike other "blockbusters,"
Steven Spielberg has created a
movie in which the special effects
play second to the compassion,
humor, and friendship of a small
boy named Elliot and his extraterrestrial friend. The effects are
constantly there in the form of
"E.T." but the screen is filled not
with this technical achievement
but with an emotional one.
Spielberg mixes fantasy with
middle class life. He can present
amazing effects and at the same
time fill his story with a record of
current life — problems of
divorce,
Star
Wars
paraphernalia, video games,

from Ballou
An exquisite locket to
suit the newly popu
lar old-fashioned look
delicately hand engraved to recall the

V

MARTIN
THE JEWELER
123 N. Main St.
Formville, Va.

suburbia. It is interesting to note
that the neighborhood in E.T. is
similar, if not the same, as the
one in Poltergeist, Spielberg's
other movie of the summer.
Spielberg brings his movies home
to his audience by saying that an
amazing event can occur next
door. The movie presents such a
current picture of life that we can
automatically connect. At one
point, one of Elliot's friends asks,
referring to "E.T.," "Can't he
just beam-up?" Elliot replies,
"This is reality." The movie
makes a comment about itself.
Spielberg has a wonderful
appreciation for his youth and for
children. He realizes the
importance of the child and the
way he views the world. In a
classroom scene in E.T. the
teacher's body is cut off from the
waist up. As in the "Peanuts"
cartoons on television where the

Placement
Office
ByMELINDA DAY
The Office of Career Planning
and Placement, located on
second floor South Ruffner, is
now open for all students who are
seeking career information, job
opportunities, and assistance in
goals.
Niki Fallis, Director, and Joyce
Trent, Secretary, will be happy to
cooperate with all students. The
service provided by this office
are voluntary, so all students
should feel free to use them.
One such service provided by
the office, is that of career
seminars. These seminars are
open to all students and may be
requested. Two seminars to keep
in mind are: Career Night in
Business, November 8 — 7-8:30
p.m., located in Grainger Hall,
and Meal Manners and Proper
Attire, November 16 — 5:00 p.m.
— Virginia Room — Dinner
Meeting. The seminars are
sponsored by Miss Fallis, who
encourages all students to take
part. Students should always feel
free to request these seminars.
The Placement Office is also
available to students who are
seeking information about
scholarships, fellowships, and
internships. Miss Fallis is always
eager to help students in filling
out these applications and finding
out answers to questions the
student may have.
The office hours are from 8:30
a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Come by the
office or set up an appointment
wtih Miss Fallis to discuss your
interests. All students are
encouraged to utilize this service
in order to have a more
rewarding and successful year.

adults are never seen and talk in
a warble, Spielberg enters the
child's world where adults are
distant as well as taller. The child
is not yet affected by the world
and is open to unbiased feeling.
E.T. is a combination of scenes
polished to perfection. For
instance: the scene in which
Elliot leads a class of students in
releasing the frogs in a science
lab. Movement is choreographed
with music and enhanced with
editing. Hands reach out of
windows in unison and release
frogs as we hear children chant,
"Back to the Woods . . ." The
scene is a small masterpiece in
itself. These scenes, like the
feeling, aching, and other fine
details within them, are like
small gems set into a remarkable
crown — which is E.T.
The World According to Garp
tells the stray of T.S. Garp, a
writer who tries his hardest in a
strange world which is ours. It is
a great achievement for Robin
Williams who had to put aside his
improvisational skills for a
straight role. It seems as if the
part was made for him. Along
with Williams, the rest of the cast
is also suberb. The characters
become completely real and
three-dimensional thanks to
these acros: Mary Beth Hurt as
Garp's wife, Glenn Close as
Jenny Fields, his mother, and
John Lithgow as Roberta
Muldoon.
Along with
its
acting
achievement, the movie also
reaches a refreshing level of
compassion
towards
its
characters. Roberta Muldoon, for
example, the transsexual who

G.E.L.
Workshop
The Art Department of
Longwood College will be
sponsoring a Virginia Museum
exhibition of prints from
California's Gemini G.E.L.
workshop from August twentyfifth through September tenth.
The exhibition is aimed at
showing the impact of technology
on printmaking. These prints are
varied in styles and imagery, and
range anywhere from studies in
geometric form to studies in
realism and abstraction. The
exhibition includes twenty-two
prints by six prominent
American artists: Ronald Davis,
Sam Francis, Roy Lichtenstein,
Ken Price, Edward Ruscha and
Frank Stella. Prints from this
workshop will be on view daily
from 9-12 noon, 1-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and 2-6 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday in the
Bedford Gallery.

was tightend for the Philadelphia
Eagles. At first, we snicker at
Roberta but as the movie
progresses we get to know her
and sympathize with her feelings.
We accept her as Garp accepts
her.
Garp is the kind of man we
don't see in the movies anymore. He is a family man. He
loves his wife and his children.
He is sentimental and not afraid
to cry. He is affected by the
unpredictability of this world — a
dog bites his ear off when he is a
child, an airplane crashes
through his house, his mother is
assassinated, his son is killed in a
tragic car accident — but Garp
moves on. He relies on the
important things in life — the
people around him: his mother,
wife and children. His feelings for
his dead father thread the movie.
As a child, he imagines his father
as a great pilot and as Garp dies
in a helicopter carrying him to a
hospital, he tells his wife that he
is finally flying (like his father).
The humanity of his character is
a wonderful accomplishment by
Robin Williams and his original

creator, novelist John Irving.
An Officer and a Gentleman
deals with Zack Mayo who enrolls
in Naval Aviation Officer
Candidate School. He is at first a •
selfish, self-reliant loner but he
matures, falls in love and
discovers the people around him
and his responsibility to them.
The movie is at times
sentimental, romantic, corny,
but those things don't matter in
the shadow of its characters and
their progression. From the
female Officer Candidate who
struggles through the obstacle
course to Zack's best friend who
struggels with a relationshiip
with a girl and with his decision
to become a pilot, the audience is
treated to the confusion, defeat
and triumph of human beings.
The main story concerns Zack
and his relationship with a local
girl named Paula, played by
Debra Winger. Their relationship
lacks definition. There is no
stated commitment. But as Zack
matures so does his relationship.
Gere, who did a fine job in
American Glgola has a better
(Continued on Page 8)

Choral Department
News
By CINDY CORELL
The first week of college,
known for being one of the busiest
of the semester, has been
especially busy in Wygal, the
Music Building. Aside from the
normal activities, such as adding
classes and getting overrides for
registration, many students of all
majors were found deciding what
choral
group to join and
auditioning for those that they
chose.
For only two semesters now,
there has been a choice of three
choirs to join. Aside from the
requirement to audition, though,
the three choirs are completely
different and the variety will
provide entertainment for
virtually everyone as well as an
opportunity to perform for those
interested in singing.
The Concert Choir, directed by
Mrs. Pauline Haga, is a group of
eighty to one hundred women
singers. They are featured in a
concert Oktoberfest weekend,
performing about forty-five

minutes of popular music.
The Camerata Singers are a
more select group of about forty,
directed by Dr. Louard Egbert.
This choir, which includes
soprano, alto, tenor and bass, will
be touring for a week in October,
and they will perform in the
Renaissance dinner put on by the
Music
Department
every
December. More tenors and
basses are needed; anyone
interested should contact Dr.
Egbert in the Music Building
before the last day to add a class.
The newest choir at Longwood,
The Lancer Edition, debuted this
past April at the reception for the
Inauguration of President Janet
D. Greenwood. The choir, also
directed by Dr. Egbert, consists
of fifteen singer-dancers and a
small ensemble accompaniment.
They will be performing on and
off campus and possibly at the
State Convention for the Music
Educators National Conference
in Richmond, VA.

El Greco Exhibit
The Art Department is
sponsoring a trip to see the El
Greco exhibit at National Gallery
in Washington, D. C, on
Saturday, September 4,1982. The
Longwood bus will leave at 6 a.m.
from Bedford Building parking
lot and will return by 9 p.m. that

evening. Reservations must be
made by Thursday, September 2,
1982. All interested students
should see Mrs. Lane in the Art
Department Office to make their
reservations and pay an $8.75
transportation cost.
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SPORTS
Soccer
Outlook
Longwood's 1982 soccer team
will likely have more talent and
experience than any squad in
history, but the Lancers may not
be able to duplicate last season's
11-4-3 record because of a beefedup schedule which includes five
Division I foes and eight teams
which were ranked in their region
last season.
Among the new faces on the
Lancer schedule are College
Division State Champ Radford
and Division I State Runner-up
William & Mary. Longwood will
also face Virginia Tech,
Randolph-Macon and Mt. St.
Mary's. Participants for this
year's
third
Longwood
Invitational are Virginia
Commonwealth, Richmond and
UNC-Charlotte.
"This will be the best team
ever at Longwood in terms of
talent and experience, but it will
be hard to duplicate last year's
record-setting season," says
fourth year head coach Rich
Posipanko. "The key to the
season could be how our new
players fit in at midfield."
Nine starters return from the
team which averaged 3.4 goals
per game in 1981. The forward
line should be strong again with
starters Gus Leal, Tim Brennan

and Steve Kern returning. Kern
and Leal are seniors while
Brennan is a junior. The trio
accounted for 34 goals last
season.
Newcomers
Brian
Allmendinger and Clay Mullican
must join with All-State
performer Bill Foster (9 goals) to
give Longwood effective play at
midfield. All-American Darryl
Case, seniors Joe Parker and
Steve McGurl and sophomores
Scott Thoden and Randy
Niemeyer started last year at
back, but could be pushed by
newcomers Dan Bubnis, Jerry
Carroll and Omar Fakhoury.
In goal, freshman Al Delmonte
will challenge veterans Brian
Sprinkle and D.J. Walters, who
did an excellent job last season.
The Lancers will have depth at
all positions.
Posipanko says his team has
three goals for 1982: (1) To win
the Longwood Invitational, (2) To
allow opponents one goal or less
per game and (3) To get a bid to
the NCAA Division II South
Regional Tournament. This year
there will be three berths open for
South Region teams. The
Longwood coach feels his team is
capable of earning one of those
berths.

IAA News
By TRISTIA SWANSON
School has begun and so has the
intramural program. New
Intramural Calendar Handbooks
are available in Lancer Hall by
the
Intramural
Athletic
Association (IAA).
There have been a few changes
in our program this year. Tennis
singles and track and field have
been replaced by co-ed AnythingGoes-Relays: The relays will be
for T-shirts so get your teams
together and come have some
fun. Also this year there will be a
$5.00 forfeit fee. This means if
your team has an uniformed
forfeit, to participate in the next
team sport you will have to pay
$5.00. Flag football this year is
going to be Carolina-style. Each
team will have four downs to

score, there is a moving line of
scrimmage, no punting, and
there will be three officials. If you
are interested in being an official,
applications are due August 31
and there is a meeting in Iler
classroom at 6:30 on September
1.
IAA meetings are held every
Thursday night at 6:30 in the IAA
room in Lankford. Everyone is
invited to attend.
"Open Rec." this year will be
as follows:
Monday-Friday — Iler gym
and field - 3:30-5:00
Monday, Wednesday, Friday —
Lancer gym — 6:30-8:30
Tuesday & Thursday — Iler
gym and field — 2:00-4:00
Please remember to bring your
ID'S.

IAA Dates To
Remember
Ml
ACTIVITY

DIADUNI

M«n i Flag Football
Sept. 1
Wom»ns Flag Football S«pt 9
Golf
Sept. IS
Anthing Goes R»lay S«pt 23

MANOATOtY
MIITINC
S«pt 2
S«pt 13
S«pt 16
S«pt 27

NAT IIGINS
S«pt. 6
S«pt 14
..TBA
S«pt 28

1982 Longwood Soccer Team: First row — Mark McAnfle, Gay MnlUcaa, Joe Palter, Darryl
Case, Tim Brennan, Gus Leal, Scott Plche. Second row — HoUis Powers (Athletic Trainer), Chris
Wilkerson, Dan Bubnis, Mark Duston, Brian Sprinkle, D. J. Walters, Al Del Monte, John Palumbo,
Rich Schmldgall, Mike McGeehan. Third row — Rich Posipanko (Head Coach), Steve McGurl, Jerry
Carroll, Brian Allmendinger, Bill Foster, Scott Thoden, Omar Fakhoury, Randy Niemeyer, Kim Hull
(Assistant Coach). Absent — Thurman Richard.

Longwood-Southside Tennis Classic
Approximately 60 men and teams, junior vet singles — 8, and
women from a 10-county area in women's doubles — 8 teams.
Southside Virginia will take part
Play begins at 6:00 Thursday
in the second Longwood- night with men's singles and
Southside Tennis Classic junior vet singles on tap. Men's
Thursday-Sunday at Longwood singles action continues Friday
College. This year's tournament night with doubles matches
field is 50 per cent larger than a starting Saturday morning in all
year ago when 40 competitors divisions. Finals in the five
took part.
divisions are slated for Sunday
Number of entries for the five afternoon.
divisions are as follows: men's
Champions Return
singles — 23, men's doubles —15
Defending champs from last
teams, mixed doubles — 12 year's inaugural tourney are

Spring Sports

Wrap-Up
Lady Golfers Third
in Nation
By KAY SCHMIDT
Longwood's women's golf team
placed third at the AIAW Division
II National Golf Tournament
May 25-28. The Lady Lancers
scored 1329 behind former
Division I schools Weber State
(1260) and Troy State (1275).
Defending National champs,
William & Mary (1337) placed
fourth.
Sophomore Pam Othen tied for
10th (324) among individuals in
the tourney held at U.S. Air Force
Academy in Colorado.
For the second year in a row,
Junior Robin Andrews was
named AIAW Division II AllAmerican. Her 13th place finish
(327) and solid play throughout
the season contributed to her
selection.
Baseball Team —
Region Champs
After compiling a 28-7-1 regular

season mark, Longwood's
baseball team received its first
ever post season bid and went on
to win the South Atlantic Region
Tournament, May 13-15. The
Lancers beat West Georgia 12-2,
Valdosta State 19-17, lost to
Valdosta State 6-4 and came back
with a 3-1 win over Valdosta State
in the title game.
The region champs then earned
a trip to the NCAA Division II
World Series in Riverside,
California May 22-25. There
Longwood lost to eventual
national champ Riverside 6-1 and
national runner-up Florida
Southern 11-0.
Shortstop Dwayne Kingery was
named All-American and South
Atlantic Region Tournament
Most Valuable Player. Other
Lancers named to the All-Region
team were: Doug Toombs, Bruce
Morgan, John Sullivan, Sonny
Bolton and Richard Vaught.

back to defend their titles. In
men's singles, champ Murrie
Bates and runner-up Jerry Cole
are back. In men's doubles half of
the 1981 title team returns as
John Todd of Longwood is back
with new partner Bryan Kersey.
Todd teamed with Beck Haviland
last year.
Angie Coppedge and Joan
Tipton are back to defend their
crown in women's doubles while
Mrs. Tipton and husband John
are the returning champs in
mixed doubles.
Because of lack of entries the
women's singles and junior vet
doubles divisions will not be
played.

Riding
By BETH WILEY
The Longwood Riding Team is
starting off the show season this
year with a young but
experienced team. Returning
members are juniors: Bryan
Farrar, Beth Wiley, Carol Turner
and Amy Schaffner and
sophomores: Mary Brockwell,
Betsy Chalmers, and Amy Jo
Poor.
There are several positions
open on the team and Coach
Mary Whitlock urges everyone
interested to come to tryouts this
week. Riders are needed at all
levels from beginner up to open.
Those trying out should meet in
Bristow parking lot at 3:30
Tuesday, August 31, or Thursday,
September 2.
Last year the riding team sent
eight out of 10 members to
regionals and two went on to
nationals. We hope to have
another successful year!
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Nationally Ranked Baseball
Team Gets New Recruits
Longwood
ranks
among
national leaders in four
categories in the 1982 NCAA
Division II baseball statistics,
which was released this July in
The NCAA News. The Lancers,
31-10-1 and ranked fifth in
Division II, rate high in team
scoring, team batting and team
fielding. In addition, left fielder
Sonny Bolton ranks high in
doubles.
Coach Buddy Bolding's club
ranked third in team scoring with
an average of 9.2 runs per game.
In team batting the Lancers
rated 11th with a .338 team
average and in
fielding
Longwood ranked 15th among
Division II schools with a .954
fielding percentage.
Sophomore Sonny Bolton, a
graduate of Clover Hill High
School, ranks 13th among
individuals in doubles. The
Lancers leftfielder ripped 15

doubles in 40 games.
The NCAA Division II baseball
statistics were compiled only
once in 1982 after the end of
regular season and postseason
play.
Coach Buddy Bolding has
announced that eight standout
prep athletes, including two AllState performers, have cast their
lot with the Lancers' NCAA
Division II baseball program.
"This group of young men
should prove to be the most
outstanding freshman class of
baseball talent in Longwood
history," said Bolding. "I am
extremely pleased with our
recruiting."
Including in the group are two
All-State performers, catcher
Billy Catron of RoanokeNorthside and first baseman
Chris Wilburn of RichmondClover Hill. First team All-Metro
designated
hitter
Russ

PER/Nf PIZZA

Abernathy of Richmond-Lee
Davis is also among the group of
signees. Of the eight recruits, six
are from the Richmond area.
Catron batted .440 at Northside
and played in the recent EastWest High School All-Star game,
as did Wilburn, who hit .471 with
20 RBI's. Wilburn also made first
team All-Metro. Abernathy
batted .382 for Lee Davis, but
Bolding plans to make use of his
pitching talents as well.
The other five signees include:
Tommy Walsh, shortstop from
Lee Davis High School who made
second team All-Metro; Glenn
Mitchell, pitcher-outfielder from
Lee Davis who made honorable
mention All-Metro and AllDistrict; Todd Thompson,
shortstop from Fork Union
Military Academy (ex-Lee
Davis) who hit .468 this past
season; Stanley Jones from
Clarksville-Bluestone, who hit

«•

®*

a

%
REG. CHEESE PIZZA $3.40
ONE (1) TOPPING $3.80

LG. CHEESE PIZZA $4 5Q
ONE (1) TOPPING $5 00

OPEN Mon.Thur. Til 10 PM; Fri & Sat. Til M.dmght
104 HIGH STREET 392 5865

- KOW OPEN SUNDAYS 4 TIL 9 -

RUGBY
Anyone interested in playing
rugby this fall is invited to attend
a team meeting in the cox lobby,
730 Thursday or Contact Mark
Furnori in 316 Cox.

.467 while making All-District
and All-Regional and Scott Mills,
a pitcher from RichmondHermitage,
who
received
honorable mention on the AllMetro team.

MEN'S TENNIS
Men s Tennis will begin Fall practice on September 9 from 3 30
530. Students interested in par
ticipating should report to the
Barlow courts. Questions may be
directed to Coach Yoder at
223-8749

With six regular starters and
four pitchers returning from last
year's 31-10-1 squad, Longwood
could field its best team ever in
1983.

Fall Sports Schedule
Sept.

Oct.

10
10
10-12
11-12
12
14
15
17
17
18
18
19
19
20
20-21
21
23
24
24
24-26
25
25
25
25-26
26
26-27
27-28
28
28
29
29
30
1-2
2
2-3
3
6
8
8-10

Men's Golf vs. Mary Washington
Baseball vs. Lynchburg
Women's Golf-Longwood Invitational
Soccer-Longwood Invitational
Baseball vs. James Madison (2)
Women's Tennis vs. RMWC
Field Hockey vs. William & Mary (2)
Soccer vs. Maryville
Women's Tennis vs. Va. Commonwealth
Baseball vs. Va. Military Inst. (2)
Soccer vs. Wingate
Baseball vs. Virginia (2)
Soccer vs. Catawba
Women'r Tennis vs. Lynchburg
Women's Golf Appalachian State Inv.
Field Hockey vs. Virginia (2)
Volleyball vs. Sweet Briar
Baseball vs. Lynchburg
Women's Tennis vs. Sweet Briar '
Men's Golf-VMI and Wash. & Lee Inv.
Field Hockey vs. Virginia Tech. (2)
Volleyball-Mary Washington Tournament
Soccer vs. Maryland-Baltimore County
Baseball-James Madison Tournament
Riding vs. Mary Washington
Women's Golf-James Madison Invitational
Men's Golf-Old Dominion Collegiate Inv.
Women's Tennis vs. Mary Baldwin
Field Hockey vs. Randolph-Macon
Soccer vs. Roanoke
Women's Tennis vs. Emory & Henry
Volleyball vs. Va. Commonwealth

Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away

Field Hockey-Appalachian State Inv.
Soccer vs. Liberty Baptist
Women's Golf-Yale Invitational
Riding vs. William & Mary
Field Hockey vs. Richmond (2)
Field Hockey vs Va. Commonwealth (2)
Women's Golf-Duke Fall Invitational

Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away

Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away

...
3:00
...
...
1:00
3:00
3:00
2:00
3:00
1:00
3:00
1:00
1:00
3:00
...
3:00
7:00
3:00
3:00
...
2:00
12:00
2:00
...
...
...
...
...
4:00
3:00
1:00
7:00
...

Nov.

11:30
...
...
3:00
3:00
...

Dec.

9
9-10
10
12
12
13
15
15
15-17
16
16
17
19
19
19
21
22
22
22
22-24
23
23
23
24
25
26
27
29

Volleyball-Catonsville Tournament
Soccer-Virginia Tech Invitational
Baseball vs. William & Mary (2)
Volleyball vs. Lynchburg
Women's Tennis vs. Mary Washington
Soccer vs. Newport News
Field Hockey vs. Lynchburg (2)
Women's Tennis vs. Randolph-Macon
Women s Golf-UNC-Wilmington Inv.
Volleyball-Cindy Smith Mem. Tourn.
Soccer vs. Mary Washington
Baseball vs. Virginia Tech (2)
Women's Tennis vs. Christopher Newport
Field Hockey vs. James Madison (2)
Soccer vs. Randolph-Macon
Volleyball vs. Ferrum & Randford
Men's Golf-Longwood Invitational
Field Hockey vs. Bridgewater (2)
Women's Tennis vs. Hollins
Women's Golf-Lady Tar Heel Inv.
Field Hockey vs. Duke
Soccer vs. Virginia Wesleyan
Baseball vs. Va. Commonwealth (2)
Baseball vs. Virginia Tech (2)
Women's Tennis vs. William & Mary J.V.
Volleyball vs. Bridgewater & Hampton
Field Hockey vs. Mary Washington
Field Hockey vs. Radford

29
30-31
31
1
1-3
4
4
9
10
12
5

Volleyball vs. Bluefield & RMWC
Soccer- Mid-Atlantic Tournament
Baseball vs. Virginia (2)
Volleyball vs. Eastern Mennonite
Women's Golf-North Carolina State Inv.
Volleyball vs. Roanoke & Mary Washington
Soccer vs. Hampden-Sydney
Volleyball vs. Chowan & Elizabeth City
Soccer vs. William & Mary
Riding vs. Virginia
Riding vs. RMWC

Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away

9:00
...
1:00
7:00
3:30
4:00
3:00
2:30
...
9:00
2:00
1:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
6:00
...
3:00
2:00
...
1:00
2:00
1:00
1:00
3:30
6:00
3:00
3:00
6:00
...
1:00
6:00
...
6.00
3:00
6:00
2:30
...
...
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ROTC News
By CINDY CORELL
When Longwood College ended
classes in May, many students
went out to find summer jobs,
summer loves and summer fun.
A few Longwood students,
however, found the summer more
than ordinary, as they attended
the various programs and camps
of the United States Army. These
were students in several levels of
the Reserved Officers Training
Corps (R.O.T.C.) here at
tongwood.
Five students were chosen
from Longwood's R.O.T.C.
program to attend the Army's
Airborne School. This is a
program to instruct paratrooping
held at Fort Benning, Ga. The
students Mike Moon, Dave
Dodd, Joe Bass, Derek Wolfe
and
Todd
Hunt,
were
selected for this three week
program on how well they did on
their physical training tests and
on demonstration of excellence in
Military Science courses.
Each cadet in this program
made five jumps from the
airplane
and
successful
completion of the course awarded
them the Army Paratrooper
Badge.
Seventeen students completed
Advanced Camp, held in Fort
Bragg, N.C., for six weeks. This
camp is for R.O.T.C. cadets who
have finished their first year of
Advanced Military Science
Program.
One of the purposes of this
camp is to help the cadet make up
his or her mind about that branch
of the Army he or she is
interested in going into. There
are thirteen different branches,
sub-grouped into three main
headings: 1) Combat-actual

battle work, such as Infantry and
Tank crew. This is obviously the
most important, but groups 2)
Combat Support and 3) Combat
Service Support are needed to
provide background aid to those
soldiers in battle. These groups
include doctors, helicopter pilots,
and even Accountants. The
cadets learned more about
weapons firing, hand navigation,
and map and compass reading.
Probably the most exciting day
in Advanced Camp was Recondo
Day. This day was filled with
confidence testing experiences
such as rappelling off of a fifty
foot tower, climbing out on a rope
forty foot over a river and
dropping into it, and completing a
very thorough obstacle course. A
favorite event, though, was
encouragingly called the Slide for
Life. It consisted of a seventy foot
tower and a cable pulley attached
across a river. The cadet climbed
the tower, held onto the pulley,
slid down the cable for about one
hundred and fifty feet, and
dropped into the river.
Advanced Camp is required
training for those students in the
advanced Military Science
program. It provided an
excellent
opportunity for
students to meet other cadets, as
over 130 colleges from Maine to
Puerto Rico were represented.
There were over 4000 cadets
there grouped into seventy-five
platoons and no two Longwood
students were put in the same
platoon.
The
students
representing Longwood were:
Joe Bass, Dave Dodd, Chris
Corbey, Tawnya Gallop, Sherry
Gallop. Mike Moon, Nick Ciucci,
Jeff Helmick, Todd Hunt, Donna
Dixx, Darrell Jenkins, Reggie

Glasby, Doug Wood, Dan
Erricson, John Johnson, Ron Orr,
and Kurt Slocum.
All of the students beyond
sophomore year who are
interested in the Military Science
benefits went to Basic Camp this
summer to catch them up on the
Military Science courses they
missed. This camp was held at
Fort Knox, Ky., for six weeks.
These cadets learned such things
as Marksmanship and drilling.
The students were: Ann Burruss,
Beth Wiley, Heidi Wilkerson,
Amy Shaffner, Steve Ewell,
Richard Durham, Mike Roff,
Carl Ellis, Buzz Hackett, Ross
Conner and Valerie Turner. Of
two
cadets
to
receive
scholarships at Basic Camp,
Valerie Burner received a two
year scholarship for outstanding
performance, high grades and
high evaluation.
Some other Longwood students
received scholarships through
National Competition: Tom
Reynolds, Ann Burruss, Steve
Ewell, and Amy Shaffner
received two year scholarships.
Eddie Fetzner and Phil Harover
received three year scholarships.
Longwood's R.O.T.C. program
is at its largest enrollment ever.
There are more than two hundred
students enrolled in Military
Science classes now, compared to
less than fifty when the program
began. Some of the activities for
this year include canoeing,
rappelling off of Willis Mountain,
and off of a forty foot tower at
University of Richmond. There

FRATERNITY & SORORITY
STATIONARY, MUGS &
DECALS, T-SHIRTS.
FRATERNITY & SORORITY
tAVALIERES, SWEATERS, CARDS
SLUMBER SHIRTS, PILLOWS
408 HIGH STREET FARMVIUE, VA.
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the sisters of

Alpha Sigma Tau
will also be weekend trips to Fort
Pickett for commando training
and reserve Green Beret
training.
According to Capt. Tom
Stanford, students have many
misconceptions of the R.O.T.C.
program. "These activities are
optional for those just enrolled in
a Military Science class. Students
seem to think that if you enroll in
a course you have to join the
Army and cut your hair." On the
contrary, these classes just offer
an opportunity to learn, explore,
build confidence, and decide on a

career, all of two hours of credit.
Should the student decide that the
Army is his or her way of life, he
or she can earn to up $100.00 a
month in the Advanced program.
Probably the most significant
event of Longwood's R.O.T.C.
program, though, came in May.
Capt's Tom Stanford and Roger
McHenry and S.F.C. Roy Thomas
all
received
the Army
Achievement Commendation for
the vast improvement and
excellence of Military Science
program at Longwood.
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Movie Reviews
(Continued from Page 5)
vehicle to show off his talents. He
is very much a physical actor,
which is required in this film. In a
memorable scene where Drill
Instructor Sgt. Foley is punishing
Zack by trying to break him
phusically, Zack is doing leg-lifts
and the pain on Gere's face is
real, Foley asks him to give up
and leave the school and Gere's
cries of "No!" are powerful and
moving. Gere creates a moving
portrait and the changes in Zack
are real and complete.
David Keith also does a good
job as Zack's best friend. He has
had supporting roles in many
films such as Brubaker and The
Great Santini. In all of them he
has done great acting. He
portrays, in this movie, a naive
Oklahoma boy who gets involved
with a deceiving girl friend of
Paula's. Hopefully Keith will
have the chance to prove himself
in a more major role in the
future.
Louis Gusset, Jr., as Drill
Instructor Sgt. Foley is
marvelous and true in his

portrayal. The "Drill Instructor"
is an old movie character, often
exaggerated and made fun of but
Foley is a man with a job and also
concern for the people he trains.
Human responsibility breaks
through the required toughness
when Foley dives into a pool to
save a trainee during an
exercise. It is a moment of
human caring.
The
movie
has
also
accomplished a real and
noncritical picture of the
military. The military means
something to the characters. It
means reaching a goal and
achieving discipline in a mental
and physical way.
There is a similarity between
these three movies. Some would
call it "corny stuff." It is the
humor,
compassion,
and
relationships of being a human or
in "E.T.'s" case, being extraterrestrial. The popularity of
these films proves that the publicstill enjoys movies filled with
feeling and cerebral effects, not
just special effects.
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